Any number of folding units can be used, allowing you to
cover any width of opening. The leaves can fold to one or
both sides of the opening.
Triline bi-fold units of up to six leaves can be pivoted to
each side of the opening. End folding floating units consist
of four or six leaves. Door leaves are constructed to
provide secure fitting for the pivot sets, hangers, hinges
and guides.
Larger units of three or more leaves to one side will
require a floor mounted guide track for stability when
closed.
Max Leaf Weight: 25kg
Recommended Max Leaf Height: 2400mm
Recommended Max Leaf Width: 900mm
Leaf Thickness: 35—50mm
Application: Residential, Light Commercial
Bi-fold doors are growing in popularity due to the openings they create and their versatility.
They present a professional feature in the design of high-end residential and commercial
developments. Triline’s interior bi-fold doors allow you to create clear openings between rooms
which will transform your living spaces. These features make them a fantastic alternative to
regular hinged doors. By the ability to close off an intimate area in a large space, they create a
warm cozy environment. Triline bi-folds are also a great solution for wardrobe doors, allowing
you to view everything at a glance!
The bi-fold door is suitable for residential and light commercial internal partitions, with all leaves
of equal width. Triline bi-fold hardware enables end folding interior doors to be designed using
standard width leaves without the need to cut down the leaves adjacent to the jambs.

N.B. Max door height and width may vary depending on the
weight of the door.

> Head Track: One piece aluminium
> Hangers: Precision roller bearings

tested to 100,000 cycles
> Finish: Architrave height to match
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standard swing door
> Installation: All components cut to
length for quick & easy installation

